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About Sanli Environmental Limited

Sanli is an environmental engineering company with

more than 10 years of track record in water and waste

management. Leveraging its technical know-how and

industry knowledge, it provides total solutions and

services to customers in an efficient and cost-effective

manner. Its expertise is in the design, supply, delivery,

installation, commissioning, maintenance, repair and

overhaul of mechanical and electrical equipment as well

as instrumentation and control systems in wastewater

treatment plants, water reclamation plants, NEWater

plants, waterworks, service reservoirs, pumping stations

and incineration plants.

Sanli’s order book rose to S$198.0

million

Sanli Environmental Limited (“Sanli”, the

“Company”, and together with its subsidiaries, the

“Group”) announced that it has secured new

contracts worth a total of approximately S$12.1

million, comprising of S$7.8 million Operations and

Maintenance (“O&M”) contracts from Singapore

and 4.9 billion Myanmar Kyat (“Ks”) (approximately

S$4.3 million) Engineering, Procurement and

Construction (“EPC”) contracts from Myanmar.

The S$7.8 million O&M contracts are awarded by

the Singapore Public Utilities Board (“PUB”). As

part of the contracts, Sanli will be involved in:

• refurbishment of centrifugal pumps,

disintegrators and related equipment

• maintenance works at various PUB installations,

and

• maintenance of electrical equipment at the Johor

Plants.

The contracts, which will span over a period of

three years from March 2019, are a testament of

the public sector’s confidence in the Group’s

capabilities.

The Ks4.9 billion (approximately S$4.3 million)

EPC contracts are from the Myanmar government.

Under one of the EPC contracts, which is worth

Ks2.1 billion (approximately S$1.8 million), Sanli

will supply water meters of various sizes to the

local government. On the other hand, Sanli will

supply pipes and accessories for the other contract,

which is worth Ks2.8 billion (approximately S$2.5

million). These contract wins signal Sanli’s

progress since its first foray into the ASEAN region.

With the latest contract wins, Sanli’s order book

stands at S$198.0 million. These new contracts are

expected to contribute to Sanli’s revenue from the

financial year ending 31 March 2020.
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DISCLAIMERS AND DISCLOSURES

This report has been prepared and distributed by SAC Advisors Private Limited (“SAC Advisors”) which is a holder of a capital

markets services licence and an exempt financial adviser in Singapore. SAC Advisors is a wholly-owned subsidiary of SAC

Capital Private Limited (“SAC Capital”) which is also a capital markets services licensee.

This report has been prepared for the purpose of general circulation. We have not had regard to the specific investment

objectives, financial situation, tax position or unique needs and constraints of any individual person or any specific group of

persons and does not purport to be comprehensive or contain all necessary information which a prospective investor may

require in arriving at an investment decision. Any prospective purchaser should make his own investigation of the securities

and all information provided. Advice should be sought from a financial adviser regarding suitability, taking into account the

specific investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of the person in receipt of the recommendation, before a

commitment to purchase is entered into.

This report does not constitute or form part of any offer or solicitation of any offer to buy or sell any securities.

This report is confidential and the information in this report shall not be copied or reproduced in part or in whole, and save for

the recipient of this report, shall not be disclosed to any other person without the prior written consent of SAC Advisors. The

distribution of this report outside the jurisdiction of Singapore is also strictly prohibited.

Whereas SAC Advisors has not independently verified all the information set out in this report, all reasonable care and effort

has been taken to ensure that the facts stated herein are accurate, this report contains certain forward looking statements and

forward looking financial information which are based on certain assumptions and involve known and unknown risks,

uncertainties and other factors which may cause the actual results or performance of the subject company to be materially

different from those expressed herein. Predictions, projections or forecasts of the economy or market trends are not indicative

of the future performance of the subject company. The inclusion of such statements and information should not be regarded as

a representation, warranty or prediction with respect to the accuracy of the underlying assumptions of the subject company or

that the forecast results will or are likely to be achieved.

Our opinion and facts set out in this report are based on the market, economic, industry and other applicable conditions

prevailing as at the date of the preparation of this report. Such conditions may change significantly over a relatively short

period of time and we assume no responsibility to update, revise or reaffirm our opinion in light of any development

subsequent to the publication of this report, that may or may not have affected our opinion contained herein.

This report contains forward-looking statement which are based on assumptions or forecasts and are subject to uncertainties

which may result in the actual result or performance to be materially different from the opinion or facts set out herein. Caution

should be exercised in placing undue reliance on such statements. such assumptions or forecasts may change over a

relatively short period of time and we assume no responsibility to update, revise or reaffirm our opinion in light of any

development subsequent to the publication of this report.

No representation or warranty, expressed or implied, is made and no responsibility is accepted by the Company, SAC Capital,

SAC Advisors or any of their affiliates, advisers or representatives as to the fairness, accuracy, completeness or adequacy of

such information or facts, in this report or any other written or oral information made available to any interested party or its

advisers and any liability therefore is hereby expressly disclaimed.

SAC Advisors, SAC Capital and their associates, directors, and/or employees may have positions in the securities covered in

the report and may also perform or seek to perform other corporate finance related services for the company whose securities

are covered in the report. SAC Advisors and its related companies may from time to time perform advisory services, or solicit

such advisory services from the entity mentioned in this report (“Other Services”). This report is therefore classified as a non-

independent report. However, the research professionals involved in the preparation of this report have not and will not

participate in the solicitation of such business.

As at the date of this report, SAC Advisors and its associates, including SAC Capital, do not have proprietary positions in the

subject company, except for:

As at the date of this report, SAC Advisors and its associates, including SAC Capital, has/have had business relations with the

subject company within the past 12 months, as disclosed hereunder:
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Party Quantum of position

Nil Nil

Company Nature of business relation Date of business relation

Sanli Environmental Limited Continuing Sponsor Ongoing relations
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As at the date of this report, none of the analysts who covered the securities in this report have any proprietary position or

material interest in the subject companies covered here in, except for:

ANALYST CERTIFICATION/REGULATION AC

As noted above, research analyst(s) of SAC Advisors who produced this report hereby certify that

(i) The views expressed in this report accurately reflect his/her personal views about the subject corporation(s);

(ii) The report was produced independently by him/her;

(iii) He/she does not on behalf of SAC Advisors or SAC Capital or any other person carry out Other Services involving any

of the subject corporation(s) or securities referred to in this report; and

(iv) He/she has not received and will not receive any compensation directly or indirectly related to the recommendations or

views expressed in this report or to any sales, trading, dealing or corporate finance advisory services or transaction in

respect of the securities in this report. He/she has not and will not receive any compensation directly or indirectly linked to

the performance of the securities of the subject corporation(s) from the time of the publication of this report either.

Analyst name Quantum of position

Nil Nil


